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ABSTRACT
In the closing years of the 20th Century, two competing strategic

paradigms emerged from the United States and the People's Republic of
China. The'Asymmetric Warfare' (US) and 'Unrestricted Warfare' (PRC)
paradigms were both hailed as the new doctrine of warfare required to meet
the challenges of the 21"tCentury.

Although the names of these two paradigms allude to a similar doctrine,
they in fact differ at the most fundamental levels of cultural assumptions
and cultural perspectives. The respective paradigms are deeply rooted in
each culture's philosophic roots and the way each views strategic and state
affairs. The American 'Asymmetric Warfare' paradigm is centred on the
complete battlespace dominance by a potent US military, based on modern
RMA technologies. It is a paradigm firmly based on the scientific and
rationalist, lVestern 'way of war'. The Chinese 'Unrestricted Warfare'
paradigm reflects the holistic and abstract Chinese view of statecraft. Its
premise is that in the interdependent and globalised post Cold War world,
the nature of warfare in the 21"1 Century has evolved beyond that of the
traditional paradigms of military corrfrontation. Warfare has evolved to
encompass all aspects of state affairs, including national economies, national
infrastructure and public opinion; where the 'combatants'include statesmen,
scientists, economists, consumers, voters and the media. International trends
in the years around the turn of the century lend great gravity to this paradigm.

In the 2l"t Century, the real 'Revolution in Military Affairs'will be the
ability to transcend one's own cultural paradigms and to view the adversary
through his own cultural norms and assumptions.
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TRANSCENDING THE CULTURAL GAPS IN 21ST

CENTURY STRATEGIC ANALYSIS AND PLANNING
THE REAL REVOLUTION IN MILITARY AFFAIRS

Edwin H. Lozoe

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

American officials demonstrated a strong tendency to see "the other" through their oam myths
and aalues. ... Ameican strategists emphasized US technological superiority. Americanhistory
itself fostered the perception of military inaincibility.....Trapped by its ozon self image, the US
military hardly paid attention to the strategy and tnctics of the Chinese Communist forces.

Zhang Shuguangl

'I'hey didttot krcw tlrc limits of power.... No matter hLtwpowerfuluou are, there are certainlimits,
aruL they did trrtt understand it utell. 'I'irc people in tht White House belieaed that Americans
wauld definitely win nnd there Ls no chance of defeat. 'I'here is n sayingwhich goes, "lf youknow
the enemy and you kttozt, yourself, you utould utin eaery single hattle." . . ...T'he Americans l<nao
nothing about our nation and her people. American generals knew little about our war theories,
tactics andpattems of operation. ... During the war eueryone in the country wouldfght and they
[zoouldldosofollowingtlrcVietnamesetheory. Weha:oeatheorythatisdifferentftotttlwtoftlrc
Russians and tlnt of tlu Americans. 'I'hz Americans did not understand that.'I'hey dil not know
or understand our nation; they did not knozl our war strategies.'lhey couldnot win, Hoza could
they win?

Senior Ceneral Vo Nguyen Ciap'?

The 21't Century has been described as'The Asian Century', in reference
to the growth in economic and strategic importance of the Asian region in
the post Cold War era. Central to the Asian Century, geographically,
economically and strategically is China. China has undergone tremendous
economic growth since the late 1970s and the start of the'Four
Modernisations' reforms of the economy and national infrastrucfure. At
the beginning of the 21"t Century, the continuing reforms have created one of
the world's largest and most dynamic economies.

China has also become a significant regional military power, with an
increasinp; amount of its budget directed towards military modernisation.
China's military, the Chinese People's Liberation Army, has undergone
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significant structural, ideological and technological changes.3 Formed as a

political army, the PLA has developed into a modernising, professional
force. The PLA was awestruck by the American application of 'Revolution
in Military Affairs' information weaPons technologies during the Gulf War
of 1991.. In response, the PLA has rapidly pursued RMA acquisitions, R&D
and force restructuring programmes of its own. It has shed its image of
impotency after the sino-vietnamese war of 1979 in spectacular fashion. In
the full glare of international media coverage, the I'LA launched tactical
precision guided missiles into the Taiwan Strait during the ROC Presidential
elections of 7996 and 2000, in a bid to influence voters on the island.

China has a millennia old tradition of being the dominant power in
continental East Asia. As China has increased in national strength, it has

become increasingly assertive in regional and international affairs. The
increasinp; ability of China to assert its geopolitical interests has often placed
it at odds with the United States. In the United States, China's g;rowth has

been variously described as a 'rising China', or the 'China threat'. The

central focus of Sino-American tension remains the issue of Taiwan. While
the United States acknowledges the continuation of the 'one China policy',
it also guarantees a defence of Taiwan from a forced reunification with the

mainland. This point of tension in sino-American relations is exaggerated
by increasing alarm over developments in Chinese military modemisations

- particularly in the field of RMA weapons systems. As China continues

its spectacular growth, the future of relations with an increasingly belligerent

and conservative United States is uncertain. With the possibility of a future
confrontation if not direct conflict, military and strategic planning on both
sides of the Pacific has taken a new imperative.

In the years since the 1996 PLA missile tests, American military planners
and strategic analysts have examined China's RMA capabilities, tactics
and strategies in depth. In response to the current and future PLA
information technology capabilities, a new American warfare doctrine
emerged. 'Asymmetric warfare' has been much discussed as the operational
doctrine of the 'information age'. The 'asymmetric warfare' doctrine is

central to the framew ork of loint Vision 2020, released by the US Joint Chiefs

of staff in 1998. 1v2020 describes the planned US force restructuring designed

to defeat a future PLA RMA force. Concurrently, emerging from China in
1999 was the book Clnoxian Zhan ('lJnreshicted Warfare')' Written by two
senior PLA officers, it reflects the conclusions of an in-depth analysis of
international trends, American capabilities, strengths and weaknesses.

'Unreskicted warfare' is proposed as the new mode of warfare in the 21"t

Century.
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In the last decade of the 20th Century, political scientists and strategists
robustly debated the question of the influence of culture on strategy and
strategic policy. 'Realists' argued that there are universally applicable
principles in China's strategic policies, which are inherent in the strategy of
all nations. Sinologists vehemently disagreed, contending that the cultural
uniqueness of the Sinitic world greatly influences China's policies and
actions. As China and the United States consider new modes of warfare to
meet the new challenges of the 21't Century, it is critical to understand the
fundamental nature of these paradigms. Ilave these two paradigms,
'unrestricted warfare' and 'asymmetric warfare', evolved under distinct
cultural influences? If so, what are they and what are the implications for
strategic planning?

To respond to these questions, it is necessary to understand the nature of
the evolution of the PLA's RMA doctrine and the fundamental cultural
roots of the Chinese and American societies.



CHAPTER II
BETTER EXPERT THAN RED:
THE PLA IN THE'NEW ERA'

1. The Fourth Modernisation: National Defence

If we wish to fnd a method of self strmgthening , we should begin by considering the reform of tht
gooernment serttice and the securing of tnen of ability as urgent task, and thcn regard learning
how to make explosiae shells, steamships and other instruments as the zoorkof first importance.

Zeng Guofeng, 18624

The plenary session calls on the whole Party, the wlnle army and the people of all nationalities to

work with one heail anil one mind, enhance political stability and unity, mobilise themseloes

immediately to go all out, pool their wisdom and eforts and carry out the new Long March to

make China a modern, powerful socialist country before the end of the century.
From the Communiqud of the Third Plenary Session of the Eleventh Central

Committee of the Cbmmunist Party of China, 19785

The modernisation of national defence was the fourth of the 'Four
Modernisations'announced by Premier Zhou Enlai in1975.6 Initiated under
Deng Xiaoping's leadership at the 1L'h Party Congress in 1978, the 'Four
Modernisations' was the long-term solution to the problem of unshackling
China from the Maoist ideology that suffocated all levels of agriculture,
industry, science and technology and defence.T After a 'century of shame
and humiliation', Deng and his supporters believed that only the
accumulation of wealth and power, through the development of national
infrastructure and economy, would enable China to resume her rightful
place in the world.s The restoration of China as the political and economic
centre of Asia would depend on real and proven methods of nation building
rather than vague and disctedited notions of Maoist ideology.

It has been 25 years since the initiation of the 'Four Modernisations' and
the 'Open Door' policy of international engagement and interdependence.
In that time, China has seen tremendous changes under the astute and
pragmatic political leadership of Deng Xiaoping and successor, fianp; Zemin.
In the opening years of the 21s Century, China is arguably the economic and
shategic centrepiece of the 'Asian Century'. In attaining 'great power' stafus,
it appears that the thoughts of the Qing firrshl scholar and reformer Zeng
Guofeng have been finally realised after more than a century.e By the 1990s

the 'Fourth Modernisation', had transformed the PLA into a significant
instrument of Chinese political projection in the Asian region and on the
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international stage.10 The ascendance of an economically powerfully and
regionally assertive China has in fact depended on the reform and
strengthening of the PLA, as much as the development and reform of the
national economy and infrastructure. Indeed the front piece of an aggressive
new found Chinese nationalism, the PLA has become the measure of China's
growing power/ influence and geopolitical capability.

2. Lessons from Vietnam: From'People's War'to'Active Defence'

We can no longer copewith a concentrated enemy attackwithrifles, machineguns,hand grenades

and dynamite chnrges. We must haue sufficient antitank artillery and guided missiles.

General SuYu,'197711

It simply will not do to just raise a Mauser pistol and shout clnrge. ln order to defend our
motherland.from aggression, we must haae the latest techniques and equipment.

Liberation Army Daily, 19781'z

For decades, the PLA's strategic and tactical doctrine was that of
'People's War'. Like every aspect of national policy, 'People's War', was
firmly based on Mao Zedong's ideology. The concept was based on the Red
Army's sound military experiences fighting the Japanese and the
Kuomintang and on Mao's ideological belief in the superiority of the 'human
factor' over technology. People's War depended on a mobilisation of the
entire population to face the threat of a full-scale invasion of China.

Faced with a strategic threat from the Soviet Union in the 1960s, China
looked towards its greatest strength - its people. Given the low levels of
domestic military technology following the split with the Soviet Union and
the inability to purchase from external sources, the I'LA emphasised the
strategy of closing in on the enemy with superior numbers and engaging
him directly in hand to hand combat. To this end, the PLA expanded to a

size of some 4 million men at its peak, supported by the People's Militia of
some 270 million, armed with early 1950s-level Soviet weapons technology.
In the years that followed, military hardware stagnated as the expense for
technology research and development was sacrificed for quantity in
equipping the millions of men and women under arms.

People's War was a three-phased doctrine. Trading ground for time, the
PLA was to retreat deep into the interior ('strategic defence'). Then, when
enemy supply lines were stretched to the limit ('strategic stalemate'), an all
out offensive would begin, 'drowning the enemy with people'in a protracted
war of attrition ('strategic offence') . As a national defence doctrine, it was
not without merit. Lackin6; a modern, mechanised army to meet the Soviet
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armoured juggemauf People's War was perhaps the only option available
for the PLA. The lessons of the Vietnamese victory over the US military-
industrial complex and of the Afghan mujahideen forces over the very same
Soviet Army, bear witness to the ability to defeat a superior force with a

guerrilla army.

China re-emerged onto the international stage for the first time after the
death of Mao in dramatic fashion in February 1979. With the goal of
precipitating a withdrawal of Vietnamese forces from Cambodia (thereby
weakening the Viet-Soviet alliance and pressuring the Vietnamese into
seeking a more balanced relationship), China invaded Vietnam.l3 Like the
border war with India in 1962, China aimed to 'teach Vietnam a lesson' by
delivering a swift, knockout blow to the border forces and withdrawing
back across the border in triumph. I{owever, unlike the sweeping 1962
campaigrr, the war with Vietnam was a dismal failure. The obsolescence of
the PLA's military hardware, command, control and intelligence, logistical
systems and battlefield tactics, saw the campaign degenerate to farcical
proportions. Pitted against a PAV equipped with modern US and Soviet
armaments and hardened with the experience of some 30 years of war in
Indo-China, the PLA's campaign was a complete fiasco.

When China invaded Vietnam to'teach it a lesson', it was the PLA who
was the student. The doctrine of People's War did not PrePare the PLA for
its task in Vietnam. Adherence to the People's War doctrine, in conjunction
with the chaos of the Cultural Revolution had rendered the PLA an
incompetent and impotent military force. With the notable exception of the
nuclear arms and missile program under Mao's direct protection, the PLA
had been crippled throughout the Cultural Revolution. The ideological
principle of 'Better Red Than Expert' was manifested in the PLA as
throughout China, in the devotion to ideological training and education.
This served to stifle not only the development of military technology, but
also the development of tactical and operational doctrine.

In Vietnam, logistics, command/ communications, control and
intelligence (C3I) were abysmal. Constrained to the defensive doctrine of
People's War, the PLA was well prepared to fight in a 'home ground'
environment, with massive local caches of supplies and friendly local
logistics. In the offensive and mobile operations in Vietnam, logistical
support was completely inadequate, and the PLA was unable to supply the
combat forces sufficiently. Maps were antiquated and inaccurate whilst
intelligence resources were non-existent. The price of the politicalisation of
the PLA at the expense of professional military training was paid in Chinese
casualties. Tactics were limited to set piece Korean War style human wave
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frontal assaults onto entrenched positions, without any demonstration of
flair or ingenuity.la Confidential, but never publicly admitted PLA sources,
cite some 40,000 to 50,000 casualties in the four weeks of fighting - almost
equal to American casualties in ten years of war with Vietnam.ls The
inflexibility of the force structure optimised for a defensive doctrine of fixed
positional warfare and compounded with an ambiguous system of command
designed for a guerrilla canrpaign, was unable to deal with the fluid and
flexible nature of a mobile, offensive operation. This was essentially an
infantry operation, with minimal armoured, artillery and no tactical air or
naval support. While the PLA infantryman performed superbly under
extremely difficult circumstances, the ineptitude that characterised every
facet of operations in the war was a demonstration of the impotence of the
PLA as a viable military force. However, more significantly, it was a reflection
of the 'paper tiger' that China had become, following the years of turmoil of
the Cultural Revolution. Consequently, the tactical, strategic and foreign
policy failures of this conflict were to prove to be the hard won justification
of the necessity of reforms and modernisation across all levels of national
institutions and infrastructure.

Clearly, if China was to reassert its presence in the Asian region, the
PLA would have to be a credible military force to achieve that aim.
Particularly, the long stated goals of recovering the 'lost territories' could
not be even considered, without a significant political and military power
projection capability. If neighbouring Vietnam with a common land border
posed so many problems, then the ultimate goal of the island fortress of
Taiwan would be inconceivable, let alone the Spratly and Paracel Islands
in the far South China Sea. A new national defence doctrine and a complete
refclrm and modernisation ptogram of the PLA were required in order to
achieve these regional geopolitical goals.

lVith the support of Deng Xiaoping, PLA leaders such as defence
ministers Zhang Aiping and Xu Xiangqian and members of the General
Staff be6;an publishing critiques of People's War in the modern context.
Appearing in the highly influential publications such as liefangjun Bao

(Liberation Army Daily), and the official Party journal Ilongqi (Red l'/ag), these
critiques were far-sighted and frank in the limitations of the People's War
doctrine, whilst being closely guarded in criticising Mao's ideology itself.'5
They called fclr a revision of Mao's doctrine to account for the modern context
under the banner of 'People's War under Modem Conditions'. Whilst not
advocating changing the ideological nature of a defensive doctrine, the PLA
writers envisaged the application of well-armed and mobilised forces
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capable of blunting invading Soviet forces before launching counter-
offensives to drive them out of Chinese territory. In keeping with Maoist
military thought, the defensive nature of 'People's War' was reconciled
with the 'Modern Conditions'of weapons technology. Following the
blunting of the invading enemy forces with a reorganised and
professionalised PLA, a people's war would be waged in the interior to
ultimately eject the enemy through attrition.lT

In a meeting of the Central Military Commission in 1985, Deng declared
that China no longer faced an immediate threat from the Soviet lJnion.l8
With a d6tente with the US, which was increasingly engaging the Soviets in
Europe, Deng took the shift in the balance of power as breathing space to
concentrate national energies on modernising the PLA.le Deng recognised

a need for an effective, mobilised, well-trained and technologically superior
military in order to safeguard Chinese sovereignty and interests. In response
to the hend towards multipolarity and the rise of regional Powers, the PLA
was told it must now prepare for 'limited war' (youxian zhanzheng) and
'local war' Qubu zhanzheng).2o Chinese military scientists recognised the
decreasing likelihood of a global nuclear, total war in which the People's

War doctrine was devised.2l Rather the PLA was told, "the emphasis should
be placed on preparation for fighting and winning all sorts of local and
armed conflicts."22 Their analyses of international politics and warfare of
the immediate future, determined that, unlike a total war, "local war has
limited objectives. It is usually not intended to annihilate the enerny, acquire
territories or conquer regimes, but rather to enhance diplomatic initiatives,
intimidate the enemy psychology and acquire economic resources".z3

The CMC adopted Deng's proposals and named the PLA's war doctrine
as 'Active Defence Doctrine' Qiji fangyu\.z4 The PLA realised that the key to
a limited regional conflict was an integrated force with a centralised
command structLrre, combining the elements of modem air power, artillery,
armour and mobilised infantry.2s The lesson of the Falklands War in 1982

demonstrated this concept very clearly. A lightly armed British task force

consisting of two infantry brigades with organic assets, special forces and
integrated air and naval force command, sailed from the UK to the Falkland
Islands in the far South Atlantic. Despite pockets of fierce resistance from
Argentine air attack and elements of ground forces, in a Wellingtonian 'near
run thing', the task force defeated a numerically superior but poorly led,
trained and organised Argentine force in a little over three weeks."

The PLA studied the American 'Air-Land Battle' concePt of combined
arms and joint force operations closely. The difficulty with the'combined
arms' concept for the PLA was that it had been trained and equipped for
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People's War for twenty years. The command structure was highly localised
and well suited for fighting a decentralised, protracted People's War. Its
hardware, whilst geriatric and basic, was however sufficient for a task of
equipping a poorly trained, ill educated and non-professional, but highly
motivated force.

Under the active defence doctrine, the PLA was reorganised across the
board to meet the challenge of 'absolute superiority in fighting a small war,
or relative superiority or parity in a medium war'.27 Under this requirement,
the PLA undertook sweeping and radical reforms in doctrine, strategy,
training, command and force structure. Further, the PLA entered the
international market as a seller of weapon systems to fund its own foreign
weapons technology purchasing programme and upgrading its own
weapons systems and C3I research and development. ln doing so, the PLA
divested itself almost completely of the straightjacket of Maoist ideological
practices.

3. Lessons from the Gulf War:'Limited War Under High Technology
Conditions'

In light of the fat:t that the military lags behind its strong enetnies in infonrution technology and
infornationweapons, the military must emphasize the study of ways to use inferior equipment to
achieue oictory oaer enemies with superior equipment.

Major Ceneral Wang Pufenp; ,199528

'lhe Chinese army, therefore, while pushing forward the military changes with Chinese
characteristics, should speed up IT application before it really finishes mechanization. If the
Chinese nrmy drops l7' deoelopment to.focus solely otr meclnnization, it would be left behind
again in tenns of the times and technology.

Chairman of the CMC, Jiang Zemin, 20032e

The PLA's defence doctrine and capabilities in the 1990s rvere defined
by two major events. These were the Culf War in 1991 and the change in the
PI-A's polico-military leadership in the 1989. The two events have had a

synergistic effect on the direction of the Pl,A's doctrine and in the direction
of its modernisation efforts. The lessons of the Gulf War refined the PLA's
doctrinal evolution in line with modern military technology. It emphasised
the requisite capability of significant regional power projection, in order to
carry out its new geostrategic role defined by Beijing.30 Additionally, the
experience provided the PI-A with a practical demonstration of further
requirements in the modernisation of its force structure and its defence
industry base, in order to achieve these aims.
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The Gulf War, broadcast 'live' on international media services, was

studied intently by the PLA. During the war, headquarters throughout the

country received round the clock coverage of events. Special analytical task
forces were established to study trends in tactics and technology. ln an
unprecedented move, these research groups involved officers and men at
all levels in their search for opinions and conclusions.3l In the wake of the
war, war action videos were disseminated throughout the PLA, exposing
its millions of troops to the reality of modern warfare. They were told that
these were the weapons and tactics that the PLA would face from potential
adversaries. This was particularly significant to the PLA; the majority of
the Iraqi weapons systems were the same as those in its own inventory' Just
as significantly, the Iraqi dochine of static positional defence was essentially

the same as the PLA's active defence doctrine.32

In its analysis, the Gulf War demonstrated very clearly to the PLA, the
nature of post-Cold War conflict. The PLA learned of the vital importance of
several elements of modem warfare:'33

- Conflicts are short rather than protracted and involve intense
applications of firepower rather than manPower in a small operational
area.

- The application of firepower in the form of stand off Precision Guided
Munitions ('smart weapons') and specialised delivery systems is the
key to victory, particularly in the strategic application of offensive air

Power.

- The war stressed the flexibility of mobile rapid deployment forces with
multidimensional battlespace capabilities, as opposed to positional
defences.

- Electronic warfare is the decisive factor on the battlefield; specifically
the importance of an integrated early waming and command system in
both tactical and strategic applications

- Information dominance is central to the disruption of the enemy's C3I

systems. Further, it is central to one's own C3I systems as an integrated
intelligence target acquisition, early warning, data processing and
electronic countermeasures system. An integrated C3I system allows a

commander to know the exact location of the enemy, allows him to contr:ol

his forces, select the most aPProPriate weapons to use and to skike against
the enemy accurately.
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The Gulf War not only validated the PLA's modernisation programmes,
but also further streamlined and accelerated its modernisation drive. The
emphasis on high tech weapons, information warfare and C3l systems further
refined the PLA's doctrine. The Gulf War demonstrated the highly fluid
nature of modern warfare; specifically, how the multidimensional aspect of
mechanised and airmobile armies, special forces, long range PGMs and
satellite based C3I systems blurs the distinction between offensive and
defensive operations and between frontlines and rear echelons.

Further, with a thaw in Sino-Soviet tensions and the subsequent collapse
of the USS& PLA theorists also came to several conclusions regarding the
nature clf warfare in the new geopolitical situation:34

- Future opponents would not be a superpower.

- Wars will be fought on China's periphery and not involve a deep
invasion.

- China must seek to resolve a rapid victory.

- China must be able to deploy forces rapidly to the periphery in order to
achieve this goal.

Consequently, in accordance with the nafure of modem warfare and the
post Cold War geostrategic situation, the PLA again revised its national
defence doctrine. The 'active defence' doctrine was redefined, shifting the
defence paradigm from continental (and by inference, passive) defence to
an active,'forward'defence at China's periphery and beyond. PLA planners
introduced a number of important tactical battlefield concepts/ which
refocussed the modernisation programme. These concepts are; 'victory
through elite troops' Qingbing zhisheng);'gaining initiatives by striking first'
(xianfa zhiren);'in-depth strikes' (zongshen daji) and'fight a quick battle to
force a quick resolut:'on' (suzhan sujue).it5 These tactical concepts have been
incorporated in a revision of the 'active defence' doctrine of 'territorial
defence' (hentu fangyu), to include a supplementary doctrine of 'limited war
under high technology conditions' (gaoji jixu tiaoiian xia iubu zhanzlrcng).36

Jian6; Zemin supposedly coined this doctrine, more simply named
'limited warfare'. Regardless of its origins however, 'limited warfare' has
characterised the modernisation drive under Jiang's leadership with the
acquisition, development and integration of high technology systems into
the PLA as a priority. |iang, an engineer and former Minister of Electronics,
became Chairman of the CMC in 1989. Jiang has extensively supported the
PLA's modemisation drive, not only for acquisitions of weapons technology,
but also for the development of a modern defence industry base.37 The
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development of a capable, high tech defence industry has tied the
modernisation of national defence closer than ever before to the overall
development of the national economy and technology base.

The command and force restructuring of the PLA that began in the Deng
Xiaoping period, was given new impetus and direction. PLA planners
have undertaken the restructuring of the PLA under a number of criteria.
According to the PLA Academy of Military Sciences, these are: being able to
undertake offensive strikes in-depth; being guided by the Chinese version
of combined multidimensional warfare; an emphasis on electronic warfare
at the tactical level; and of preparing units to fight high tech, limited
conventional conflicts as well as tactical nuclear conflicts.38 Under these

requirements, the PLA has been restructured in recent years into an even

more streamlined force, with a greater capacity for rapid deployment.
Embedded with organic high technology weapons, C3l systems and with
increasing;ly significant power projection assets, the PLA is becoming a

force with significant regional capability.

Yet the ambitious planned capability is strictly limited by several critical
factors. The sheer size of the PLA, and the depth of technological
backwardness compared to Western militaries, preclude a comprehensive
modernisation programme of all units. Further, modemisation Programmes/
particularly those of high technology integration are severely constrained
by the limited defence budget - the smallest of the significant Asian powers,
for Asia's largest military." By necessity, the PLA has been forced to reconcile
its ambitions of being a world class military with the constraints of budgetary
allocations. Consequently, it has focused on achieving a capability in the

regional power projection, 'limited war' context.

This reconciliation has been translated into an emphasis on
concentrating high technology equipment and training in smaller
formations, with integrated C3I and IW systems and organic assets capable
of overwhelming, and concentrated firepower capable of rapid deployment
at China's peripheries. Special Forces, the PLAAF, PLAN and, most
significantly, the PLASRF, are being developed and enhanced to allow rapid
and sustained projection of power to China's peripheries and beyond. They
will ultimately be capable of pre-emptive surgical strikes at the strategic
military or economic-industrial assets (eg, civil leadership and military C3l

infrastructure, transportation infrastructure, Power generation, key
industries, petroleum infrastructure and fielded military forces) of potential
enemies in the region.ao
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In the analysis of the US conduct of the Gulf War, the factor that perhaps
most influenced PLA tacticians, was the sophistication of the technology of
the US forces in electronic warfare and the effectiveness of its application.
Sophisticated electronic technology enabled its C3l system to transmit data
from surveillance satellites directly to tactical ground and air commanders.
The level of command and control of assets available in the campaign was
at an unprecedented level. Most alarmingly to the PLA however, was the
total dominance of the US forces in information warfare. For example, the
PLA noted that the 42-day air campaign prior to C)peration Desert Storm
failed to physically destroy the lraqi C3I system. Ilowever, a three-day
electronic jamming campaign had successfully disrupted the C3I system at
the start of Operation Desert Shield, long before the offensive campaign
began.ai The Liberation Atny Daily reported that the entire Iraqi C3I system
was fatally disrupted when a virus, introduced into the air defence system
via a printer network, spread to the main C3l computer system.a2

The PLA analysis of the Gulf War concluded that battles are no longer
won by the side with superior firepower. Rather, they are won by the side
who detects the enemy first and who strikes faster and more precisely than
the other.a3 Weapons of the industrial age have been displaced by weapons
of the information age and, consequently, winning wars are only possible
with battlefield information dominance and with integrated C3I systems.aa
Information dominance is generally achieved by command and control,
using air power, special forces and tactical PGMs to destroy or paralyse an
enemy's C3I infrastructure. Interfering with the enemy's ability to obtain,
process, transmit and use information is crucial to paralysing his operational
systems.as Consequently, the PLA directed Information Warfare Systems
R&D, IW operational doctrine and IW countermeasures to enemy attack as
a top priority. a6

The restructuring of the 1990s aimed to provide the PLA with an ability
to strike at strategic targets in a regional conflict and deny or destroy an
enemy's ability to wage war, or convince him to desist without having to
fight. In this way, the PLA would be able to achieve Beijing's political
objectives by encouraging an adversary to accede to Beijing's desires with
the mere threat of force alone, if not the actual application of force.aT Under
these objectives the PLA hoped to balance its comparative inferiority in
military 'hardware' to potential high tech enemies (eg Taiwan, Japan, and
the US) with a parity if not superiority, in 'pockets of excellence'.48 These
'pockets of excellence', (IWS and C3I systems; power projection assets - the
PLAAF, PLAN, PLASIUT, PLA rapid deployment forces and special forces)
have drawn a priority in budgetary allocations for force restructuring,
procurements and R&D.4e



CHAPTER III
AMERICAN ANALYSIS AND UNDERSTANDING

OF CHINESE WARFARE PARADIGMS:
A STUDY IN CULTURAL GAPS

1. The 21't Century:'Asian Century'or'New American Century'?

The llnited States does not fear China, nor do we uieur Chiru as an adaersary. Rather, the US

seek to encourage China to step forward as a responsible and competitiae great nation.

Under-Secretary Walter Slocombe, 1 99850

We cannot oaer look the fact that China and Russia are both illiberal and reaisionist states fint
cannot accept today's status quo and are seeking to ozter throat it.

Professor Stephen J. Blank, 200051

China has grown in economic and political strength in the 25 years

since its re-emergence as a major ParticiPant in international affairs. At the

beginning of the 21't Century, China has clearly realised an ability to assert

genuine influence in not only regional, but also global affairs. Clearly,
China aims to reclaim the role that it has held for several millennia; that of
the political leadership of continental Asia and its peripheries in South

East Asia. This is not the hegemony as exercised historically - China

participates in re€;ional and intemational forums and endorses the system

bf *ultipolarity in international affairs. However, China's economic and

military strength in the future will ensure that Beijing's voice be given
adequate attention by regional partners.

This 'rising China', as described by the American Neo-Conservatives,
has been on a clear collision path with the United States for the last decade.

With the end of the Cold War, Americans waxed lyrical about the 'New
World Order', the triumph of American values and settled into the position
of ,global world leadership'. However, the re-emergent China with its own
aspirations and vision of world order and, just as significantly, an emergent

European Union, has posed significant challenges to the increasingly
unilaieralist'leadership'of the united states at the turn of the century. This

was apparent most notably in the inability of the US to gain support from
eithei Chi.tu or the maiority of the EU nations, especially France and
Germany, for US military operations in Iraq in 2003.
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Tl're potential consequences of these differences of vision will shape the
nature of regional relations and power balance well into the 21"t Century.
Ilowever, the fundamental basis for the Sino-American rivalry extends much
further and much deeper than that of ideological and geostrategic
differences. The Sino-American tensions of the turn of the century arise
from a fundamental clash of cultures and a genuine inability to transcend
the barriers of cultural perceptions and misperceptions. Indeed, this cultural
clash has characterised Sino-Western relations since their inception in the
18th Century.

2. The Fundamental Cultural Gaps

The great misunderstanding oaer Chinese rites sprang from our jwlging their practises in light of
t>urs: for we carry the prejudices that spring.ftom our contentious nature to the ends of theworlil.

Voltaire. 1771s2

we chinese 'feel it is too soon to tell 
zhotEnlai,7g72

(In response to Hcrnry Kissinger, when asked of his views of the impact
of the French Revolution and Europe's Age of Enlightenment.s)

Relations between China and the West have long been complex and
difficult. Whilst China has maintained relations with neighbouring cultures
throughout its long history, the opening of diplomatic contacts with the
West during the mid-Qing period was characterised by an almost complete
clash across the spectra of diplomatic and interpersonal relations. Thrust
suddenly from the ent4nte grown over many millennia with Sinitic and
peripheral cultures, China's relations with the West have been marked by
the immense gulf of perceptual misunderstandings. From Lord Macartney's
refusal to kowtow before the Emperor Qianlong in 1792 to the semantics of
what constituted (or not) an apology over the EP-3 ELINT aircraft incident
in 2001, the 'cultural clash' continues to define the nature of China's
relations with the West to this day.sa

The root of the difficulties of China's relations with the West have been
at the most fundamental of levels of culture, philosophy and since 1.949,

ideology. These conceptual differences are so fundamental and profound
that the roots of the misunderstandings engendered are often simply
subliminal. David llager described them as concepts that are 'not usually
articulated'.ss Indeed the differences between the Sinitic and Western
cultures are as great as any that need to be transcended in the realm of
intemational relations. Arthur Waldron, perhaps the leading exponent of
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the influence of culture in strategic analysis, describes Chinese
distinctiveness as one of the "axioms of Westem discussion of China."s6

The basis of the cultural gap is as vast in its origins as are the differences

between the two cultural systems. The Sinitic and Western cultural systems

developed independently of each other, with each civilisation isolated from
each other by the limitations of geography and distance. Originating from
the philosophical traditions of the classical age, and developing under very
different socio-political circumstances, the result was two vastly different
cultural systems with distinct and often antithetic values and fundamental
premises.

3. Chinese Cultural Traditions

Gooerning an empire is likc boiling a small fish.
Daodejing5T

Sinitic culture has its origins in the competing philosophies originating
in the latter part of Zhou Dynasty (ca 7027 - 256 BCE), during the Spring
and Autumn period (722-481BCE) and the early Warring States period (403

- 221 BCE). The decline of the Eastern Zhou f)ynasty was marked by a

period of over 500 years of feudal warfare and social unrest. As the central
power of the Zhou court waned, regional lords formed de facto independent
states and warred amongst each other for control of territory.

By the time of the interregnum marking the end of de jure Zhou rule (256

BCE) and the military reunification of the Qin (22'IBCE), Chinese civilisation
had been transformed by one of the bloodiest epochs in history' By the start
of the Warring States period, warfare had been transformed from an

aristocratic pursuit into a national industry. States fielded enormous
conscript armies as large as the combined armies of the Roman Empire and

for Iogistical support, civilian populations were mobilised on a scale unseen

in the West until the Great War.s8 These armies were commanded by a

professional class of officers and using the latest in military technology,
such as cavalry, bronze-chromium alloy swords and crossbow bolts. As
the casualties on the field climbed into the hundreds of thousands in each

engagement, it becarne apparent that the stakes in warfare had become a

penultimate - that to lose in war would result in national destruction and

the ultimate winner would rule over a united empire'

Mirroring external relations, intemal socio-political conditions were in
turmoil as the social order disintegrated. As the established aristocracy
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declined and new houses rose through conquest or internal ascendance,
new classes of gifted lower aristocracy, minor government officials, generals
and others of humble origin, rose to prominence as the old social order fell.

It was against this tumultuous backdrop of military-civil disorder that
the roots of Chinese cultural traditions, practices and philosophies were
laid down. Amidst this political and social turmoil, philosophers, thinkers
and experts in military and civil affairs gained a critical importance in
intellectual and socio-political life. Carrying with them their ideas of social
and military theories, itinerant philosophers wandered from state to state
seeking patronage of the court and an opportunity to implement their
philosophies in order to stop the carnage and restore social order. Among
these 'hundred schools of thought' were the Mohist, the Legalists and the
Logicians, each of which were to achieve varyinp; levels of success in
implementing their concepts on the various states.se l{owever, of these many
schools of thought, it was to be the Confucians and the Daoist who, together,
were to stamp an indelible influence onto Chinese civilisation beyond its
ancient borders and into the present day.

The Confucians were concerned primarily with the nature of government
and social order amidst the social and political turmoil of its contemporary
period. Tuming towards the example of the'golden age'of the early Zhou
Dynasty, Confucius taught that universal order was dependent on the proper
relationships between men.60 Confucius believed that the proper rites of
propriety and sincerity must govem the relationship between men and that,
individually, man must strive for rip;hteousness, virtue and benevolence in
his actions. Rather than a model of individual human behaviour, Confucius
set this firmly in the context of the five cardinal relationships of society:
father and son, ruler and minister, husband and wife, elder and younger
brother, friend and friend. The proper behaviour within these relationships
was determined by the reciprocal obligations between individuals and their
hierarchical status. The Confucians believed that when human relafions
and individual actions followed this pattern, the world would be in harmony
and order.

Adopted as the official state philosophy during the [{an Dynasty,
Confucianism displaced the excesses of the earlier Qin philosophy of
Le6;alism, with its rigid code of rule of law.61 Even during the cosmopolitan
age of the Tang Dynasty (617 - 907 CE), with the introduction of diverse
beliefs such as Nestorian Christianity, Zoroastrianism, lslam and with
significant lmperial patronage, Buddhism, Confucianism remained the
fundamental system of social order and government. The works of the
Confucian canon beginning with the collection of Confucius' words, Tfte
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Analects (LunYu), have impressed a philosophy upon the Sinitic world that
has defined the nature of governance and social order into the present age'

So fundamental is Confucianism in Chinese society that the modern Chinese
state retains Confucian underpinnings, despite the campaigns to eradicate
it during the Maoist period of the PRC and the various influences of the

West in more recent years as a part of the globalised society.62

While it has been Confucianism, with its hierarchical rigidity that has

provided the model for society and government in the Sinitic world; quite
conversely, it has been Daoism with its ambiguity that has defined the nature
of the world in the Chinese mind. Its philosophies continue to shape the
Chinese psyche, with its abstract, paradoxical and cryptic concepts of
humanity and the natural order. Daoism, like Confucianism, stems from a

canonical tradition originating from the Spring and Auhrmn Period of the

decline of the Zhou Dynasty. Attributed to the legendary fi5;ure Laozi (or
IaoTzu), the Daodejing (The Classic of the Dao) emphasised the attainment of
universal order by the return of humanity to harmony with nature'63 It
advocated a retum to primal simplicity and an understanding of the natural
order of the world, which would result in the attainment of social and

political order.

Central to this natural order, is the Dao.# The concept of the Dao defies
not only hanslation, but at its very essence, defies definition. Indeed, the
ambiguity of the concept is emphasised in the very first phrase of the
Daodejing: "The Dao that can be spoken, is not the true Dao. The Name that
can be Named, is not the true name."6s The Dao is highly abstract and
contextual. It is not only what the world is, but at any given time, how the
universe is - it is the essence and the totality of the world, yet it is dependent
on the context and the point of reference.66 The Dao is equally affected by
action as much as inaction and indeed, the core theme in the l)ao is that
inaction and the negative is superior to action and the positive' This theme
is manifested in a myriad ways such as yielding is the superior to assertion;
speaking will result in inaction and disorder; knowledge and silence is

superior to ignorance and speaking - "those who know do not speak,

those who speak do not know."67

In the Daoist tradition, there is no sense of causal determinism in the
world; there is no sense of origin and no determined endinp;. The world is
self-causing and self-effecting and the individual is an intrinsic natural
part of it, not an extemal or objective part of it. The individual can only go

along with the order of the world and not attempt to exert control over it'
The Dao, and hence the world, is an interdependent continuum where each
part is related to and has an effect on the other; where the individual exists
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only in the context of the whole and in its relationships to the greater
continuum.

Another significant influence on the Chinese 'world view', coupled to
this philosophical eclecticism, is the consciousness in the Chinese psyche
of a continuous civilisation some 5000 years old.58 The Chinese psyche is
deeply ingrained with a sense of historical precedence and continuity. ln
the Chinese perspective, history is a cyclical, rather than a linear
phenomenon, where historical events are precedented and are bound to
repeat again. The concept and the 'value' of time are anfithetical to that of
the West's. Time itself is an open-ended phenomenon, with no value, no
beginning and no end.6e Time is eternal and not a value by which success or
achievements are measured. Under this premise, dates were not measured
in sequential, categorical order but measured by the year of the imperial
reign (and remains so in the'ROC and Japan at an official level).

The Chinese historical experience is continental in nature and external
relations were almost exclusively with other peripheral Sinitic cultures.
Bounded by ocean, mountains, deserts and jungles, China formed not only
the geographic heart of continental Asia - but, due to geographic isolation,
for several millennia China was, to the Sinitic world, simply the heart of
civilization itself. It was not only the 'middle kingdom'in geographic terms;
it r,r'as the centre of all things and the hub around which life revolved. Its
philosophies, society, systems of government and foreign policies grew out
of this Sinocentric isolation and there were few significant influences from
beyond the frontiers. In reflection of the geographic barriers to the Sinitic
wor'ld and the physical walls the Chinese erected around their frontiers
and homes, the Chinese psyche is deeply enclosed within its own walls
and barriers, to which little penetrates and little is understood from the
outside. 'Ihis introspection continues to influence Chinese foreign and
strategic policy; while seeking a greater voice in intemational affairs China
remains, and will continue to remain, a continental power without aims of
expansion by direct or hegemonic rule beyond its periphery.

Chinese culture in the modern age is rooted firmly in a confluence of
both the Confucian and Daoist philosophies. In the Confucian tradition,
there remains a stratified social system, with an emphasis upon the effect of
human relationships on the social well-being, as opposed to individualism;
and the governance by centralised authoritarianism, based on benevolent
moral ethic rather than strict rule of law. In the Daoist tradition, there
remain the ambiguous, abstract, synergistic and essentially undefinable,
concepts of natural order inherent in the 'Chinese world view'.

19
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Whilst these two schools of thought have very different philosophical
notions and practical manifestations, they share the core objective of
cultivating and attaining socio-political and natural harmony. The notion
of harmony is a reflection of the conditions of the age that gave rise to these

philosophies and it remains the central paradigm underlaying the psyche
of the Sinitic world. From a synergy of these philosophies comes the
fundamental premise of the Chinese psyche - that the nature of all things
is dynamic, holistic, constitutive and relative. lt is this premise, that the

nafure of the universe is bound in an interdependent web of interspatial,
interpersonal and interphenomenal relationships; and that order is attained
through the attainment of harmony of all these relationships; which
underlays all aspects of philosophical thought and practice. The notion of
harmony inherent to the 'Chinese world view', as well as the Chinese

historical consciousness, is critical to the understanding of all aspects of
the Chinese mind. Nowhere is the understanding of the chinese concept of
harmony more critical than in the fields of strategic thought and strategic
culture, a field of thought critical to life and national survival in the age
when the fundamental philosophies and premises of the entire Chinese

culture was being laid down.

Figure 1

The Chinese'World View'
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4. American Cultural Traditions

Goaernments are instituted ailnng Men, deriaing their just powers from the consent of the
goaemed.

Declaration of Independence

In the globalised age of the 2l't Century, the United States, more than any
nation, represents the exemplar of 'the West'. From the fundamental
intellectual premises of its national identity in the Declaration of Independence
and the Constitution of the United States of America, to the manifest classical
architecture of lVashington DC, the capital of that Republic, the United States
speaks of itself as the inheritors to the philosophical and political kaditions
of classical Greece, the Reformation and the European Enlightenment. fust
as China is the centre of the Sinitic world and its philosophical traditions,
the United States sees itself, and is seen around the world, as the essence of
'the lVest'.

just as Sinitic Asia's intellectual traditions originate from classical China,
the American and Western intellectual tradition originates from the world
of classical Greece. As the 'golden age' of the Zhou Empire fragmented into
the chaos of the Warring States, the Ilellenic civilisation was entering an
age of unprecedented stability after its own 'Dark Age'. The llellenic
intellectual tradition originated in the 'Archaic' and 'Classical' periods of
754 - 336 BCE, approximately the same period as the development of the
Confucian and Daoist schools in China's Spring and Autumn Period and
Warring States. The contrasting socio-political conditions in classical China
and Greece are reflected in the fundamental differences between the
philosophical traditions of Asia and the West. The Hellenic intellectual
hadition, with its emphasis on the individual and scientific reason, arose
from the security and stability of independent city-states, while the Chinese
philosophies of social and natural order arose out of the chaos of feudal
states contending for central control of the empire. From Athens, the greatest
'polis' or city-state, came the philosophical schools of Plato, Socrates and
Aristotle and from them followed the works of the great llellenic scientists
such as Archimedes, Pythagoras, Thales, Euclid and Erasosthenes. Together,
these philosophical and scientific traditions of the Hellenic world have
defined the Western intellectual order for more than two millennia.

If the essence of classical Chinese thought is exemplified by the written
word, then the essence of classical Greek thought is exemplified by
geometry.T0 In contrast to the 'undefinable' Daoist reality of the Chinese
who sought to implement human order in the universe, the Greeks sought

21
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to understand 'metaphysics': the nature of the individual and the nature of
the universe itself through scientific investigation and reasoning. The Greeks

sought this understanding through the central premise that all phenomena
have an independent source of order, which could be discovered, understood
and utilised. Arising from this central premise are the fundamental
principles of the Western intellectual tradition: individualism, duality, reality

and determinism - the concepts of cause and effect, of creation and

conclusion and the nature of their interrelatedness.

These Hellenic traditions merged with Judaic concepts of divinity at the
birth of the Christian church. The early church theologians, a part of the
Hellenistic world of the Roman Empire, easily reconciled the determinism

of the Greek intellectual tradition with that of the Jewish Deity. To the early

church fathers, God became the creator of the universe, the creator of man

and the creator of order. The synergy of the Hellenic and Jewish intellectual

traditions in the 300 years from the 1't to 3'd Centuries CE gave rise to a

theolog;ical and political order that was to be paramount in Europe for over
a millennia. Ironically, the intellectual revolution that was born of the

Renaissance, which came of age during the Reformation and grew to the

overthrow of the European monarchic-theological order during the

Enlightenment, was likewise drawn upon classical roots.7l

The Enlightenment, or 'The Age of Reason', represented the rebirth and
revitalisation of philosophical and intellectual thought, after a theological
epoch of more than a thousand years. The modern western intellectual and

political order was born of the Enlightenment, and from it, the modern

'Western way' of scientific, rationalist, catep;orised, comPartmentalised,

individualist, deterministic, dialectic and existentialist view of the world.

The united states of America itself was borh directly of the Enlightenment
and it is often seen as the embodiment of the Western philosophical and
intellectual way. Indeed, one of the central themes of the Enlightenment
was the universalism and individualism that shapes the American psyche

to this day. The founding fathers of the United States were the leading

proponents of the spirit of the Enlightenment, and the very foundation of
ihe American nation with the Declaration of lndependence in 1776 brazenly
declared:

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created

equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the

pursuit of Happiness.
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That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among
Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the
governed...2

The concept of individualism has been the cornerstone of American political
structure ever since, with the emphasis on democratic and decentralised
government, founded on absolute popular consent. Similarly, the notion of
universalism and of 'unalienable rights', survives in the American psyche
as the fundamental principle of all institutions.T3 Despite a spirit of
liberalism, the United States remains arguably close to its historical roots;
conservative, fundamentalist and Calvinist in national spirit, The
evangelism of the American Protestant hadition continues to influence the
American national character in the modern age, extending beyond matters
of faith, and into secular areas of the American psyche. Roger Ames and
David I-Iall go as far as to state: "Americans tend to see the spread of Western
values as a sacred mission, based on universal principles which are guided
by a higher order than the mere will of man".74 From these evangelistic
roots, the American sense of philanthropy and the desire to 'do good', is
deeply ingrained in the national character. These values are translated into
the deep-seated desire not only in the national psyche but also as matters of
national policy, to promote and champion the causes of liberty, democracy,
human rights and the free market.

The geographic position of America is yet another direct contrast to that
of China. Situated between the two great oceans of the Atlantic and Pacific,
the US stands between the continents of Europe and Asia. Consequently,
the US has been, from its inception, internationalist in nature, and outward
looking. The role of the US in recent history as the liberators of Europe and
Asia, the reconstructors of the post war world and the protectors of Europe
and Asia from Communism, have left the American consciousness with the
idea of world leadership and of the international gendarnxe. The US sees
itself as upholders of a global Pa x Americana, with the full force of its economic
and military strength, the direct inheritors of the mantle of the Pax Romana
and Pax Britannica. lVhen President John F. Kennedy declared at his
inatrgural address in 1,962, "We'll pay any price, bear any burden, support
any friend, oppose any foe for the survival and success of liberty", he was in
fact merely continuing, rather than initiating, the idea of world stewardship,
which had already seen confrontation along the German border, armed US
involvement in Korea and the support of lirance against the Viet-Mitrh in
Indo-China. The domestic and international struggle against Communism
in the Cold War period was a clear demonstration of this consciousness,
which has survived in the post Cold War age. In concert, the national
characteristics of individualism,'unalienable rights', universalism,
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evangelism and philanthropy, along with the idea of a preordained historical

destiny, cast an influence on the American world view.

Figure 2

The Western (American)'World View'

Faith and Philosophy

Individualism

5. American Analysis of the PLA: Cultural Gaps in Practice

lnClausewitzBooklChapterlsection2,whtreClausewitzrlefnesTDAr. Intwoparagraphs,you

findthisword,'gewalt','force',usedStimn.ThcChineseword,'ll'whichisroughlyequiaalent
to'force'; in the entire text of the Sunzi, that utord is only used 9 times.

Arthur WaldronTs

The growing economic and international Presence of China in the years

following the tumultuous reforms of Deng Xiaoping have resulted in a steady

growth of interest in the PLA from analysts in the United States. The

evolution of the PLA's defence doctrine from Mao Zedong's 'People's War'
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to Deng Xiaoping's 'People's War Under Modern Conditions' was
accompanied by a climate of frank and open discussion regarding the depth
and the scope of these structural and ideological reforms. This was in great
contrast to the secrecy that had shror.rded the PLA since the end of the dra of
Soviet co-operation. Indeed, for more than a decade, the PLA had been an
enigma and visible only through its political participation in the Cultural
Revolution. The reforms of the 1980s drew significant intellectual interest
from leading Pl,A analysts such as Ellis Joffre, Paul Godwin, Gerald Segal
and Ngok Lee, who studied these reforms and their possible implications of
the fufure.76

In the period following the Gulf War, the PLA's high technology
acquisitions, I{&D programmes and US style'Revolution in Military Affairs'
modernisations further attracted significant attention of American analysts
in expanding security and academic circles. These mid 1990s analyses
examined the implications of the PLA's reforms in the light of its evolving;
defence doctrine and examined the effectiveness of force restructuring, the
implications of the Party-Army relations and the progress of Chinese
weapons and C3I systems R&D.z

The decade since the end of the Gulf War has spawned an explosion of
analyses of the capabilities and intentions of the PLA and of China's military-
industrial base in US security circles. This has been largely in response to
the PLA's redefined modernisation programmes and its open and frank
discussions over the many aspects strategic and doctrinal thought. The
change in the US' China policies at the turn of the century, from that of
'shategic partner' to that of 'shategic competitor', has given added impefus
to examining the'threat'that the evolving and reforming PLA poses to the
US and its 'friends and allies'.

Despite the quantity of analyses emanating from the United States at the
furn of the century, one critical question begs to be asked: how'good'are the
analyses and how do they affect, and how are they affected by, national
security policies? The technical and quantitatiae analyses emanating from
the United States are unquestionably excellent, due to the quality of
information and intelligence resources available to the US and to the
expertise of American technical analysts. However, the fundamental
question of the accuracy of its intuitiae and qualitatizre analyses is much
more problematic. In recent years, the debate in strategic studies between
the 'realist' and the 'traditionalist' schools has raged passionately and
intellectually over several key questions. What role does culture play in
national security policy and internafional relations? Do the mechanisms of
national strategic policy follow scientific, universal trends of realpolitik and
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machtpolitik? Or are there more abstract, more subliminal influences of culture

that affect the implementation of national policy? Is there a unique'strategic
culture' of China, distinct from that of the West?

The realists assert that culture plays no significant influence in
international relations and that nations act in universal ways regardless of
cultural influences. Alistair Iain fohnston presents a typical universalist
view that strategic thought and the application of force are irrespective of
cultural influences.78 According to Johnston:

Chinese strategic thought shares many of the same
assumPtions as p ar abellum or hard realpolit ik w oddviews found

in some variants of Western realism. That is, warfare is viewed

as a relatively constant element of human interaction, stakes

in conflict with the adversary are viewed in zero-sum terms,
and pure violence is highly efficacious for dealing with threats
that the enemy is predisposed to make.E

Yet Sinologists vigorously deny a universalism in international relations.

On the contrary, they insist that culture plays a critical role in strategic

behaviour and that China's strategic culture is shaped by the influences of
its own cultural philosophies and long historical precedence. Arthur
Waldron contends that Chinese military strategy is deeply rooted in
traditional Confucian principles of virtue and benevolence in statecraft and

Sunzi's strategic thought; "second nature" to the Chinese, "some of which
who can recite the entire text by heart."6{)

These questions translate easily and critically from the greater issues of
foreign relations and national policy, to the issues of the strategic analyses

and shategic planning. If the fluctuating fortunes of Sino-American foreign
relations and policy are indicative of a more general phenomenon, then the

fundamental causes for the tenuous relationship - cultural misconceptions

and preconceptions - must surely be reflected in the realm of us based

PLA studies. What role does culture play in the American analysis and

understanding of the PLA's dochinal evolution and its military capability?
How are American analyses affected by cultural perceptions and culfural
awareness? With China and the US poised as 'strategic competitors', then

critically, what are their strategic visions of warfare in the 2L"t Century?



CHAPTER IV

WARFARE IN THE NEW MILTENNIUM:
CULTURAL PARADIGMS

Wnr is a matter of aital importance to the state: a rnatter of life and denth, the road to eitlrcr
suruiual or to ruin. Hence, it is imperatizte that it be studird thoroughly.

Sunzi, ca.500BCE81

The strategic visions of both China and the US at the tum of the century
remain shaped by fundamental cultural and historical influences. Tl'rese
influences determine not only the nature of strategic and foreign policy, but
shape the very fundamental concepts of warfare. The nature of warfare, the
use of warfare and indeed the very meaning of warfare, are all viewed
differently on both sides of the cultural divide and stand to shape the strategic
vision in years to come.

These basic definitions of warfare in both cnltures are very clearly
illustrated in the writings emanating from both nations in the few years
around the turn of the century. The basic cultural paradigm of modern
warfare from the Chinese perspective is found in the 1999 book Clnoxian
Zhan ('Unrestricted Warfare'). In the United States, the writings from the
period 7998 - 2001 regarding the concept of 'Asymmetric Warfare' are
representative of the 'American way of war'.

1. Unrestricted Warfare: A New Paradigm of Warfare

Tle first rule of unrestricted warfare is that there nre no rules....nothing isforbidden.
Senior Colonel Qiao Liange

"Whereisthebattlefield?" Thcanswershouldbe:"Eaerywhere.....Theenetnyisnexttoyouand
on the network."

Senior Colonels Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsuie

The Gulf War represented the end of warfare of the industrial age and
the first war of the information age.8a It was the end of the industrial age
doctrine of superiority of quantitative firepower and the first war of the
superiority of information technology based qualitative firepower. As the
PLA analysed the black and white images of laser guided 'smart'bombs
flying through windows and the green night vision images of helicopter
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attack pilots reporting the destruction of Iraqi tanks 'live on CNN', the PLA
finally caught a glimpse of the 'Revolution in Military Affairs''

The Revolution in Military Affairs was born of Soviet military thought in
the 1960s and describes the application of conventional military weaPons
to win a war, without the use of nuclear weapons.ss The concept originated
as a Soviet attempt to seek an application of usable military power to defeat
the US and overcoming and avoiding the inevitable escalation to a mutually
destructive nuclear exchange.s6 The concept was unable to be developed to
its full potential by the Soviets however, due to the limitations of Soviet
technology and the Soviet military induskial base. Ironically, it was realised

by US in the 1990s and applied spectacularly during the Gulf War, just
prior to the collapse of the USSR.

As the PLA analysts examined the US campaign in the Gulf and digested
the implications, there emerged two grouPs of analysts dealing with
adapting the PLA to the challenges of the new military reality. The first
group examined and reformed the PLA's command and force structure, as

well as the direction of R&D to suit an achievable RMA capability within
the framework of the 'limited war' doctrine.sT

The second group looked beyond the doctrine of the limited warfare
with regional conflict with China's neighbours and looked through the
scope of the geopolitics at the tum of the century. These far sighted analysts
looked beyond the Western euphoria of the early 1990s that accompanied
the fall of the Soviet empire. The emergence of the 'New World Order'
signalled the end of the US-China-USSR tripolarity and the rise of the
dominance of the US in world affairs, as the sole world superpower. T'he

CCP and the PLA sensed a rising encroachment of sovereignty and
independence in national policy and international affairs throughout the
1990s, culminating with the implicit, however unstated, policies of
containment by the Bush administration.8s Whilst possibly contrite, this
Chinese perception has been supported by the US reaction to key events,
which has led to the gradual rise of tension between the two nations.
Nowhere has this feeling been stronger than in the PLA, the bastion of the
new-found assertive Chinese nationalism.8e

Under this climate, PLA analysts foresaw a time when the rising
economic and political strength of China would come into direct conflict
with US interests in Asia. The natural rise in tensions between the two chief
competitive powers in Asia seemed to be leading to a seeminglv inevitable
military confrontation, as witnessed during the escalation of tensions during
the Taiwanese elections of 1996 and 2000. US aircraft carrier SrouPS were
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dispatched into the South China Sea, while the PLA conducted live fire
rnissile exercises in the Taiwan Straits before both elections.

While the PLA's Limited War doctrine conceived of China fighting
regional nations in disputed border conflicts, the implication of the US as
the sole superpower free of the constraints of the Cold War nuclear power
balance, shook PLA strategic assumptions to the core. For three months
between March and June 1999, the US led NATO in an air campaign against
Serbia, in an effort to bring about the end of Serb human rights abuses in
Kosovo and force their lvithdrawal back to Serbia.e0 The intervention of
NATO in Kosovo sent a clear signal to Beijing that, in the post Cold War age,
the concept of absolute sovereignty is no longer inviolable.el The concept of
an inviolable sovereignty has been the core of Chinese strategic policy since
the Shanghai Communiqu6 and the Sino-American d6tente. It has been the
central tenet behind the PRC's diplomatic isolation of the ROC and the
legitimisation of the Taiwan issue as a 'matter of internal policy'.e2 Beijing
quickly realised that US intervention in Kosovo, in a matter of Yugoslav
'intemal affairs', had strong implications for US concerns in Chinese intemal
affairs, such as human rights issues, democracy, religion, and the issues of
Xinzang, Xinjiang and most significantly, Taiwan.e3 The implication became
quite clear that a conflict directly with the US or, at the very least with
China's neighbours armed with sophisticated US technology, was a real
possibility.

In anticipation of future conflict with the US, there emerged from China
in the late 1990s an unprecedented level of open and frank discussion of
modernisation initiatives, organisation and strucfure and future war stratep;y
rvithin the PLA. In articles published in highly authoritative publications
and publishers such as the Liberation Arnty Daily, the National Defence
University, and the PLA publishing house as well as numerous commercial
publishers, these PLA authors demonstrated a keen understanding of
Chinese military deficiencies as well as strengths.ea These PLA officers
exhibited a clear understandin6; of the nature and methodology of modern
21't Century warfare and in particular, that of RMA forces and the
application of IIMA technologies.

Considering the magnitude of the challenges that China would face in a
conventional conflict with US forces, two PLA analysts examined not only
in great depth and clarity but also with great foresight, the strengths and the
weaknesses of American military power. In a seminal book entitled 'Chaoxian
Zhan' ('Unrestricted Warfare') published in'1999, Senior Colonels Qiao Liang
and Wang Xiangsui advocated the use of unconventional strategies as the
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"new classic of war" in the 21't Century. Qiao and Wang argued that in the

globalised age of integrated and interdependent economies linked by 'real

time' media ionu.agu, the face of war and the weaPons of war have evolved
beyond their traditional concepts.

They argued that warfare has evolved beyond its traditional paradigm
of the clash of professional soldier, wielding weaPons in the battlefield.
The traditional concepts of caste and roles in modern society have become

blurred and the " 'blood and iron' warrior" - the professional soldiers -
"no longer have the monopoly war".e5 In the age of the 'global village', the
computer hacker, the 'non professional soldiers' such as the terrorist and

guerrilla, the media mogul, the financier, the stock sPeculator and indeed

the ordinary media consuming and voting citizen, have all become

participants in warfare. They described the new paradigm as "unrestricted

warfare"; different in philosophy, but analogous in spirit, to Mao's maxim

of "every citizen a soldier".es

Qiao and Wang stated that, with the end of the 20'h Century ideological
confrontations, "military threats are often already no longer the major factors

affecting national security". Rather, resource control, competition for

markets, trade control and independent organisations such as Aum Shinrikyo

and Al Qaeda or powerful individuals or corporations with independent

agendas, are the primary threats to national security.eT These threats are not
tlireats in the traditional manner, against an opposing military force, but
rather they are threats to individual components of national security
infrastructure. With such threats to national security and national interests,

Qiao and Wang advocated a unified, "grand warfare method" combining

all aspects of military and non-military affairs and sweeping away the

paradigm of traditional war.e8 Qiao and Wang stated:

War is no longer even war, but rather coming to grips on the
internet and matching the mass media, assault and defence in
forward exchange transactions, along with other things we
never viewed as war.... we need to be ascertaining a new type of

fighting method within various uncertainties. It should not be

thit single type of prescription for treating the symptom and

not the disease, but rather a hybrid type of learning widely
from strong points of others and gathering advantages as to
allow a pear tree to bear both pears and apples.ee

Thus the warfare of the 21"t Century, as envisaged by Qiao and Wang, is to

be fought on a combination of fronts, not necessarily military confrontations,

but atiacks on national infrastrucfure, economies/ resource bases and upon
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the public opinions of nahional populations. Warfare may not necessarily
be an act of violence, but nonetheless will remain, in essence, disruptive
and destructive.

Qiao and Wang identified several new modes of warfare in the 21,t
Century, citing examples of these modes of warfare in the final decade of the
20th Century.

- 'frade War - the arbitrary erection of trade barriers and embargoes, eg
the UN sanctions against Iraq.

- Financinl war - the disruption of national economies to effect social
cohesion, eg the South East Asian 'Tiger Economies' and specifically,
Indonesia.

- Terror War - the use of .'traditional terror war', such as the AI Qaeda
attacks in Kenya and Yemen and 'new terror war' using modern
technology such as biotechnology and computer technology to attack
and disrupt populations and civil infrastructure, eg the Auru Shinrikyo
sarin gas attacks.

- Ecological Wat - the creation of ecological disasters or the manipulation
of existing ecological disasters.

Additionally, Qiao and Wang; speculated on the possibility of other modes
of warfare, with an emphasis of attacking civil and national infrastructure
under two main categories:

- Psychological war, including cultural and media manipulation cultural
warfare.

- Economic zoarfare, including smuggling, drug trafficking, nafural resource
acquisitions, and economic aid.100

Of the American strategic vision in the 21't Century, Qiao and Wang were
damning. Qiao and Wang identified several key vulnerabilities in the
American way of war:

- The American reliance on the 'silver bullet'- complex and expensive
nrilitary technologies to make the waging of war 'safe{, eg the use of air
power alone in the Kosovo campaign.

- The American aversion to casualties in military operafions, particularly
in conflicts not directly connected to direct US public interests, eg
Vietnam, Kosovo, and Somalia.

- The susceptibility of the American public to its free and open mass media,
eg, the media coverage and subsequent public revulsion of the destruction
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of the T6t offensive in vietnam and the carnage of the Basra 'highway of

death'in Kuwait.lol

They concluded that US military doctrine and Power as demonstrated

in the dulf War was impressive, but was too focused on the 'traditional'
concept of warfare; that of weapon and combat systems in_the sphere of

ut-"d conflict. The American way of war is determined by their "slavery"

to technology and so, accordingly, the US devises high-tech weaPonry/ eg

stealth bombers, cruise missiles etc, to suit an American concePt of war'ro2

The American concepts of warfare they reasoned, are mired in the traditional
paradigms of military confrontation.lO3 The development and restructuring
tf us tor.es in the early years of the 21"1 Century in light of post Gulf war
successes - 'Joint Vision 2010' - is in the framework of an American

vision of future warfare. This future vision they argued is based on the old

traditional paradigm. us forces are being organised to fight the next war

with new technology, although along the same lines and against the same

type of enemy as the last.

Simultaneously while the US is busy preparing for the next war and
,looking for an enemy' to replace the soviet union, the future enemies -
non-st;te forces and (they specifically cited) Osama bin-Laden - are

preparing to fight outside international rules, borders, ethical principles
a.,a U"ni"ioural norms.ru The Americans, they claimed, are unprepared
for a non-traditional confrontation, psychologically, physically and
operationally.

2. Unrestricted Warfare: A Great Leap Backwards

For to win one hunilred aictoies in one hunilred battles is not the acme of skill. To subdue the

memy utithout fghting is the supreme excellence. Thus, what is of suprane importance in war is

to atiack the enemy's itrategy. Next best is to attack his alliances by diplomacy. Next best is to

attackhis army.........Those skilledinwar subdue the enemy's army without battle. They capture

the enany' s ciiies zuithout assaulting tlum and owrthrow his state without protracted operations '

Their aim is to take all under heaoen intact by strategic considerations . . . .This is the art of olfmsbe

strategy' 
sunzi, ca 500 BCE105

A people's zuar is characterized lry a strategy that is more than sirnply militnry. 'lhere's always a

syntlusiztil aspect to the strategy , too . Our strategy was at once military , political , ecanomic , and

diplomatic.
Senior General Vo Ngyuen Giap, 19961M

For the past 20 years, Chinese military doctrine has undergone a

significant evolution. Mao Zedong's doctrine of 'People's War' was a
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pragmatic approach to coping with China's technological backwardness.
It was superseded by Deng Xiaoping's 'People's War Under Modern
Conditions', a doctrine in response to the realities of the strategic challenge
of the USSR. Jiang Zemin's 'Limited Warfare Under ttigh Technology
Conditions' in turn, replaced this doctrine. This was a sweeping reform of
the PLA to meet the realities of modern RMA based warfare and China's
modern strategic challenges. It currently remains as 'work in progress'.

In all of these evolutions, the chanp;e in Chinese doctrine has been
reactionary in nature - changes to meet the challenges posed by the
adversary's forces, be they Soviet, American or Taiwanese. On the surface it
appears as the strategic realist assert, that Chinese strategic doctrine is
measurable by the universal, scientific and rationalist principles of the West.
There is a cause and there is a reaction - there is a strategic challenge and
there is indeed a corresponding Chinese reaction to meet it.

The new paradigm of warfare proposed by Qiao Liang and Wang
Xiangsui, 'unrestricted warfare', at first glance appears to be a revolutionary
concept. The concept questions not only the role of the 'combatant'in the
21't Century, but it also questions the very definition of warfare. Qiao and
Wang take the concept of warfare out of the strictly military arena and
describe conflict as attacks on national infrastructure and national interest.
They propose that 'teenage bespectacled computer hackers', media moguls,
biotechnologists and militant religious extremists are as much combatants
of future warfare as professional soldiers. But is it revolutionary? Is the
new paradigm a revolutionary new concept or does it draw upon older
traditions? Does Qiao and Wang's paradigm follow Western universalist,
realist principles? Or is their concept of unlimited war based on specific
Chinese cultural influences?

Qiao and Wang's vision of the nature of future warfare and their
formulation of a 'grand warfare method' of unconventional warfare, is
deeply embedded in millennia old Sinitic traditions. It is a 'Great Leap
Backwards' to the fundamentals of Chinese thought and perceptions of the
world and natural order. lt is a departure from the Maoist concept of People's
War and of the RMA oriented doctrines of the 1990s, both being premised
on Westem notions of dialectic 'scientific realities'. The basic premise of the
'unrestricted warfare' paradigm is that it views conflict as a 'totality'. It is
holistic and synergistic, in the 'abstract reality' of the Chinese perception of
nature, as distinct from the compartmentalised and categorised, scientific
nature of the West.'07 Arthur Waldron describes an example of this 'abstract
reality' and points out that in the Chinese tradition, wars are determined
notby "the physical correlation of forces", but rather by the "'moral influence'
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or dao ... (which is) ... the ultimate basis of social cohesion and thus victory

and defeat".ros

Conflict in the Chinese context, is not merely the struggle between
contending military forces - it is the contention between states themselves,

by which military force is merely a tool. Military force, like the economy and

like national infrastructure, is a Part of the greater concept of statecraft' This

is however, not'total war' in the Western context. Western 'total war' refers

to the application of an entire national economy and military industrial
compleiin the prosecution of war, eg the Napoleonic wars, American Civil
Waiand the Wbrld Wars. In the Chinese context, the 'totality of war' is the

inclusion of all citizens and affairs of state, including armed conflict, in the

wider art of statecraft, This concept moves warfare out of the sphere of the

professional soldier and involves all aspects and all contributors of a nation

or a society. It is a distinct, if somewhat abstract, differentiation - almost a

distinction of semantics. The term 'warfare' in this context is more aptly
replaced by the terrn'statecraft'. Hence, 'unrestricted war' is more accurately
described as 'unrestricted statecraft'. Similarly, the 'totality of war' in this

context is more accurately 'totality of statecraf'. These abstract, subliminal

notions are often difficult for many in the West to understand. Many do not

acknowledge that such notions exist and are scoffed at by the strategic

realists. Yet these abstract notions are the fundamental principles that
underlay the very fabric of sinitic societies and shape their form and actions

in the world at large.

The deep influence of the Chinese and Sinitic way of warfare is found in

the Sunzi nlngl:o, a text recorded in the Warring States period, which has

determined tt* *uy wars have been fought in Asia for over two millennia.loe

In the three major hast-West conflicts of the 20th Century, Sunzi has guided

the tactics and strategy of Asian nations against the United states. F-rom

Isoroku Yamamoto's tactical surprise at Pearl l{arbour in 1941, Lin Biao's

tactical surprise in Korea in 1950 and vo Ngyuen Giap's strategic
masterstroke of T€t 1958, the hand of Sunzi is evident.

The mdn axioms of sunzi are less about the aPPlication of force and the

disposition of forces in a tactical context. Rather, they are about dislocating,

disrupting and weakening the enemy; by using his weaknesses and turning
them-against him, to create instability, disharmony, confusion and chaos.

This is ichieved by an innate and deep psychological understanding of the

enemy - his fears, his strengths, the limit of his blu{f, the strength of his

threais, the limit of his patience and the substance to his ego. The greatest

aim of Sunzi is not the physical destruction of the enemy, which is considered

as the less desirable action. Rather, in reflection of sunzi's roots in Daoist
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thought, the desired, superior action is in the psychological destruction of
the enemy, by destroying his will to fight, or capacity to fight, before the
fighting has begun. This is achieved by sowing doubt in the minds of the
people toward the government, doubt in the soldiers toward their generals,
disrupting the enemy's alliances, destroying the enemy's economic capacity
to wage war and the very will and desire of the people to fight. In this
chaotic state, an enemy is unable to resist either politically or militarily.

Sunzi's approach is not restricted to the application of military force in
a lime of declared and physical conflict. It is about a holistic and abstract
approach to statecraft, which hanscends times of peace and times of armed
conflict. The unrestricted warfare paradigm is firmly and completely rooted
in these cultural traditions. Qiao and Wang's notions of 'unrestricted
warfare', the attacks upon national infrastructure and national interests
using all means other than military force, stem wholly and directly from
this tradition.

Figure 3

The Unrestricted Warfare Paradigm
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3. Joint Vision 2020 and Asymmetric Warfare: Fighting the Last War

War is an act of aiolence pushed to its utmost bounds; as one side dictates the laut to the other,

there arises a sort of reciprocal action, which logically must lead to an extretne'
Carl von Clausewitz, 1832tto

The American way of warfare in the 21"t Century is embodied in loint
Vision 2020, released by the joint Chiefs of Staff in 1999.1r1 It is effectively a

plan for the preparations required to meet the 'PLA After Next' in battle in
the year 2020; an estimated date when china may have acquired a sufficient

capability to creditably challenge US forces using 'pockets of excellence'

and elements of asymmetric warfare.ll2 'Asymmetry' is the nearest American

shategic concept to 'unreshicted warfare'. Asymmehy first emerged in the

mid 1990s as a strictly tactical concept of engagement between dissimilar
forces, eg air vs. naval engagements. The concept had evolved by 1999 to be
defined by the Joint Strategy Review as:

... attempts to circumvent or undermine US strengths while
exploiting US weaknesses using methods that differ
sifnificantly from the United States' exPected methods of
operations. Asymmetric approaches often employ initiative,
non-traditional tactics, weaPons or technologies and can be
allied at all levels of warfare - strategic operational and tactical

- and across all the spectrum of military operations.ll3

A National Defense Panel report of the same year also specifically mentioned

the use of weapons of mass destruction, information systems attacks,
terrorism, mines and missiles "along straits and littorals." 11a It is an implicit,
if unstated, reference to China and the threats envisaged by the US to come
from any potential conflict with the PLA.lrs

The concept of 'asymmetry'thus evolved out of American concerns over
chinese 'pockets of excellence' within the PLA. These pockets of excellence

are considered as a means of seeking superiority in areas of US weakness,

as a counter to the inability to gain a force-on-force parity with US forces.

The much discussed PLASRF capability in the wake of the Taiwan elections
led the report to state:

The potential of such asymmetric approaches is perhaps the

most serious danger the United States faces in the immediate
future - and this danger includes long-range ballistic missiles
and other direct threats to U.S. citizens and territory.l16
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The threat perception of the US military clearly implies a possible Chinese
attempt to abtack its forces using non-conventional means, eg area denial of
the Taiwan strait with tactical PGMs or the use of tactical nuclear weapons
in an invasion of raiwan.l17 Melissa Applegate describes the potential use
of asymmetry by "potential adversaries" because they "cannot, or will choose
not to, meet the United States <ln our terms; that is, symmetrically."lls

JV2020 represents the American vision of how the US will fight and win
wars of the future. 1V2020 envisages a future where potential adversaries
will be able to challenge the US with 'information age'weapons and through
'asymmetric techniques'. The key to victory by US forces is through 'full
spectrum dominance' - superiority in all aspects of warfare, including
"dominant manoeuvre, precision engagement, focused logistics and full-
dimensional protection".lle 1V2020 envisions conflict and victory on US
terms, using the application of power projection, precision, lethality and
speed. Although it acknowledges the impact of asymmetric threats, its
application of overwhelming force focuses on traditional force-on-force
confrontations.l2l 1V2020 is designed to meet a challenge of an enemy
resembling and fighting like the US forces; much like the threat from Warsaw
Pact forces in Central Europe in the 1980s, augmented with information
warfare doctrine and asymmetric approaches.

4. 2020 Vision?: An American Maginot Line

I'll be damned if I pennit the United States Army, its institutions, its doctrine and its traditions
to be destroyed just to win this lousy war.

we're watchdogs you unchain to eat up the burglar. Don't ask us to be mayors or sociologists
worrying about hearts and minds.

US Anny officers speaking about Vietnamr2l

Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui's paradigm of 'unrestricted warfare' is
representative of a uniquely Chinese cultural perspective. Does the American
strategic vision of the 21s Century represent a lVestern, if not uniquely
American, cultural perspective? The strategic concepts embodied in Joint
Vision 2020 and its treatment of 'asymmetric warfare' suggests this to be
indeed the case.

1V2020 is in essence, planning and preparing to fight the next war and
the next enemy, based on the premises and assumptions of the last war. It is
analogous to the French building of the Maginot Line along the German
border in the 1930s. Despite the clear lessons of the stalemate breaking,
revolutionary tactical doctrine pioneered in the stunning Australian attack
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at Hamel, ironically on 4 July 1918, the Maginot Line was built in
anticipation of a repetition of the trench warfare of the Great War. In the

Blitzkrieg of 1,940, German forces swept around the Maginot Line using
tactical doctrine devised by Lieutenant General John Monash at Flamel.l22

Melissa Applegate states that '1v2020 implicitly assumes that conflict
will take on the familiar form suited to the operational and enabling concePts

more fitting of the old paradig*rr.tu3 dpplegate criticises the American
response to a potential China threat and the assumption that the challenges
will come from a 'PLA After Next' threat. It assumes that the threat will
come from a RMA modernised PLA fighting along the lines of American
RMA doctrine. It is a "rigid reliance on - and anticipation of - familiar

forms of conflict. Essentially this vision remains confident in and

comfortable with the American Way of VVar/'.124

The 'American Way of War' characterised by 1V2020 and the concept of
,asymmetric warfare, is as much a reflection of a uniquely American strategic
c.rltu." as ,unrestricted warfare' is to the Chinese. The American approach

to 1v2020 and 'asymmetry' is indicative of the universalist, scientific,
deterministic mindset of the west. The premise of a 'PLA After Next', type

threat in 1V2020 is especially representative of this American ethnocentricity.

Charles Dunlap declares that:

Nevertheless, an appreciation for the fact that other civilisations
may look at war from a fundamentally different perspective is

not only unknown to many in the West (and Americans
especially) but wholly counter-intuitive to them. Americans

persistently seem to assume that other peoples think basically

the same as they do.rr

The American sense of universalism, a product of the Enlightenment values

that gave birth to the united states, is deeply ingrained in the American
militiry psyche. This aspect of the American military mind embodied in

1v2020 expects the threat from the'PLA 2020' tobe tactically and doctrinally
similar to that of the US A*y. Further, it also expects that the PLA will
apply the same asymmetric warfare techniques as itself and in the same

manner. It therefore lists its goals as "full spectrum dominance" in
asymmetric techniques such as information warfare, precision munitions
and battlespace domination - aspects of PLA ',pockets of excellence' that

have drawn considerable American attention in recent years. These gaols

are essentially a response to a challenge that is familiar to American skategic
planners: a challenge to American technolog;ical superiority. Most critically,
is ascribes the asymmetric threat solely as a challenge of technology'
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The American 'way of war' is particularly besotted with the efficacy of
technology and the application of iechnology to affect a controlled change.
The roots of these beliefs reflect the impact of the industrialisation of the
West and of the influence of scientific principles and determinism in the
Western world view. Allan R Millet and Peter Maslowski claim that, since
the 19th Century, the United States has relied upon "increasingly
sophisticated technology to overcome logistical limitations ... and to match
enemy numbers with firepower'.r?6 The faith in technology or the 'silver
bullet' has seen the evolution of Western asymmetric warfare from the
predominantly infantry battle, supported by air and armoured assets at
Ilamel in 1918; via the predominantly air campaign supported by infantry
and armour assets, of the Gulf War of 199'l; to the Kosovo air campaign,
waged solely with stand off PGMs.

The belief that an army dispersed amongst non-combatants, protected
by decoys and human shields, can be destroyed by airpower alone, is a
flawed belief. This is a clear example of the 'silver bullet' mentality derived
from the American scientific, rationalist and universalist mindset. The
lessons learned from the failure of the 'silver bullet' mentality in Vietnam,
the last conflict between the Sinitic and American worlds, should have
predicted the failure of the Kosovo air campaign objective of destroying the
Serbian Army in Kosovo. Donald J Mrozek contends that the universalist
application of airpower, designed to counter a Western style, mechanised
Soviet force against insurgents in Vietnam, was a failure in asymmetric
technique. Mrozek states that:

... the modernist, universalist impulse of American experience
fostered a belief in the generic quality of military force - for
example, that more is apt to be better and that successive
advances in weapons would allow those employing them to
address not only the latest military challenges but the greater
array of lesser military problems as well. In essence, a sufficient
qualitative advance as embodied in an advanced weapon
system would obviate qualitative differentiation of military
problems at lesser levels.127

The American approach to asymmetry in the 'Western way of war' is as a
technical problem, to be solved by engineered solutions.r2s Like an approach
to an engineering solution, the scientific, rationalistic mindset of the West
categorises and compartmentalises. 'Ihe American 'way of war' treats
'asymmetry' as an aspect of military operations - distinct from politics,
distinct from international relations. It is distinct from the paradigm of
'unrestricted warfare', which the abstract Chinese sense of reality treats as
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an aspect of holistic statecraft. The American application of 'asymmetry' is

an application of military force to achieve dedicated military goals.

steven Metz and Douglas Johnson are quite critical of the American
concept of asymmetry and provide their own definition of asymmehy:

In the realm of military affairs and national security, asymmetry
is acting, organising and thinking differntly than opponents
in order to maximize one's own advantages, exploit an
opponent's weakness, attain the initiative, or gain greater
freedom of action. It can be political-strategic, military-strategic,
operational or a combinafion of these' It can entail metlrcds,

techrtologies, ualues, organizations, time perspectiues, or some

combination of these. It can be short-term or long-tetm. It can be
deliberate or by default. It can be discrete or pursued in
conjunction zulfh symmetric approaches. It can have both
p sy chological and phy si c aI dimensi ons.12e

Whilst Metz and |ohnson approach the fundamental basis of 'unrestricted

warfare' in their definition of 'asymmetry', they continue to approach the

matter with a western mind. Metz and fohnson continue to view'asymmetry'
as a distinct and compartmentalised concept of military operations. For

example, they highlight the Battle of Hu6 in 1968, as an exemPlar of North
vietnamese asymmetry, by using urban operations as a counter balance to
superior American mobility and long-range fire.130 Metz and ]ohnson
consider the Hu6 battle in tactical military terms. However, the aim of the

Hu6 battle - and indeed, the entire TOt offensive - was not solely to seek

tactical military victories. North Vietnamese Commander, Senior General

Vo Ngyuen Giap described the objectives in terms of the Sinitic 'totality of
statecraft' paradigm:

As far as we're concerned, there's no such thing as a purely
military skategy. So it would be wrong to speak of TEt in purely
military terms. The offensive was three things at the same time:
military, political, and diplomatic. The goal of the war was de-

escalation. We were looking to de-escalate the war. Thus, it
would have been impossible to separate our political strategy
from our military strategy. The huth is that we saw things in
their entirety and knew that in the end, we had to de-escalate

the war. ... Your objective in war can either be to wipe out the
enemy altogether or to leave their forces partly intact but their
will to fight destroyed. It was the American policy to try and

escalate the war. Our goal in the '68 offensive was to force them

to de-escalate, to break the American will to remain in the war'
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... We did this by confronting them with repeated military, as
well as political and diplomatic victories. By bringing the war
to practically all the occupied towns, we aimed to show the
Americans and the American people that it would be impossible
for them to continue with the war. Essentially, that's how we
did it.131

Tlre concept of asymmetry, defined by Metz and Johnson begins to appreciate
the totality of 'warfare'in the 'unrestricted warfare'paradigm. I'Iowever, in
its analysis, it is still being approached with a compartmentalised lVestem
mindset and fails to understand the integral part of warfare as a tool of
'totality of statecraft' in the Asian mind.

Mrozek concurs with Giap's statement on the prosecution of military
action in the Vietnam War, as being a mere part of the 'greater goal' of
statecraft. Mrozek agrees that the Vietnamese goals of military operations
of the war were not ends to themselves, but merely the means in a greater
political objective; "specific symmetrical battles in which the ViAt Cdrrg and
NVA were technically defeated still contributed to strategic victory because,
even when battles themselves were fought in a largely symmetrical manner,
they served asymmetrical strategies so that a string of 'defeats' really
constituted a victory in the making".132 Mrozek's definition of 'asymmetry'
in this context is a much truer appreciation of the fundamental holistic
nature of statecraft in the Asian mindset.

Steven J Blank is highly critical of US strategic planning and the influence
of IlMA.t33 lndeed Blank describes American planners, both civil and
military, as "chauvinistic, insular and ethnocentric, in military affairs".
Born of past success, Blank describes these failings as a handicap in any
political or military contest with foreign states, with different ideas and
sifuations. Blank damns US writers who go as far as "revealing an almost
mystical relationship between a supposedly more democratic form of
military power and the world's leading democracy".r3a Further, Blank asserts
that the ability to strike at long range with air and electronic superiority has
created strategic objectives more related to domestic concerns, rather than
true strategic outcomes. Minimum casualties, both friendly and 'collateral',
the reduction of long, protracted operations and its manpower demands
and the media friendliness of 'computer game' warfare are more conducive
to overcoming political opposition than achieving strategic goals.

Blank described the 1991, campaign against Iraq as an "ignominious
fiasco"; a reflection that US strategy was deficient and unable to achieve
'political goals either through war or peaceful means'.135 Blank warns that
the US still sees war as being distinct from politics and military operations
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as distinct from strategy and "confined to the operational level of war".136

Further, Blank concurs that the American 'infatuation' with technology
and its application on the battlefield to achieve 'operation and strategic
superiority, has become the end in itself, rather than simply being the means

to the end. Blank contrasts the us' 'wonder weapons/, its global surveillance

technology with its inability to locate Iraq',s sources of weapons of mass

destruction and the ability to deprive her of this capacity.l37 Blank clearly
warns of deficiencies in US strategy, which could lead to strategic defeat,
despite overwhelming battlefield victory. The same deficiencies would lead
to a repetition of the conduct and outcomes of the Vietnam war - a war lost
by failure to understand the cultural basis of the Sinitic way of war'

Figure 4
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5. Transcending the Cultural Gaps - the Real Revolution in Military
Affairs

We in the US do not yet grasp ltou) aery, oery important it is to unilerstand, truly understand the
rest of theworld.....Only with that understanding in dctnil and the ahility to operate in cultural
a6tems different to our oasn, can zoe aaoid conflict. 

Arthur waldronrrE

We zuerewinning on the battlefield,but whttherweuterewinning strategically is another matter.
But the strategy came f'rom llanoi and there was little that we could do about it.

General William Westmorelatrdl3e

The military and strategic concepts of 'unrestricted warfare' and
'asymmetric warfare' are clearly products of their respective cultural systems.
Their respective concepts of warfare reflect the historical experiences, the
values and belief systems of the cultures that gave rise to them. These
antithetic concepts reflect not only a cultural perspective of 'ways of war',
but much more importantly, they reflect the general values and influences
of their respective societies.

The inability to transcend one's cultural barriers is fraught with dangers.
The inability to see beyond one's cultural perceptions and preconceptions
in strategic affairs is simply disastrous. This is especially true when the
concepts of strategic affairs are as diametrically opposed as those of China
and the United States (and generally, the West). Each side approaches the
problems of strategic planning with their own paradigms and therein lays
the real danger. Whilst the planners and analysts in the US define warfare
in the 2'l't Century as military operations, their counterparts in China
approach warfare as a synergistic 'grand unified theory', involving all
aspects of statecraft. These areas include the economy, foreign relations,
and trade as well as military operations; and it is a concept that transcends
the boundaries of wartime and peace. The American differentiation of
warfare from statecraft is best described by Steven j Blank as "a uniquely
American tradition that separates war from peace and operations from
strategy, distains the lessons of history and believes in technology and
massed firepower as a ready answer to all wars".]() Daniel Warner aptly
described the consequences of this cultural tradition in a study of US foreign
policy. Warner stated that there are "enormous areas... of deficiency in the
conduct of international affairs in terms of clarity of goal, clarity of purpose,
and any close alignment of those goals to tl,ose purposes".l4l

The consequences of the inability to understand the adversary's concept
of warfare and strategy have been demonstrated time and time again. In the
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second half of the 20th Century, the United States suffered four major strategic

failures caused by an inability to transcend its own strategic culture, or by
the inability to understand the strategic culture of Sinitic adversaries. The

first was an inability to understand the subtle signalling from Beijing

regarding its desire to intervene across the Yalu River. The chinese
intervention in Korea in 1950 resulted in a prolonged and pointless stalemate

until 1953.142 The current demarcation of the Korean peninsula remains a

continuing challenge to American foreign and strategic policy in the present

day. ln the second failure, the universalist application of high intensity
warfare technology and techniques in a low intensity insurgency war led to
a complete strategic and military disaster in Vietnam. In the third failure,

the American universalist view of the Communist world was unable to

discern Ho Chi Minh's vietnamese communist Party as being primarily a

nationalist movement, despite Ho's wartime co-operation with the us office
of Strategic Services, his Vietnamese Declaration of Independence directly
inspired by the American document and his request to President Truman
for assistance against the resumption of French rule in Indo-China in 1945.

similarly, these universalisms led to the fourth strategic failure - the

perception of Beijing being a satellite of an intemationalist Moscow. The

iesulf was a delayed anti-soviet rapprochement with China, more than ten

years after the Sino-Soviet split. ln both instances, a true understanding of
the Asian 'other' might have prevented the prolonged engagement in
Vietnam.

As early as1994 at the start of the RMA debate, American analyst Michael

f Mazarr indicated that RMA would change the old paradigms of industrial

age Clauswitzian warfare. Mazarr provided the closest appreciation of the

Chinese paradigm of the 'totality of statecraft'by American analysts:

The revolution in military affairs points in the direction of the

civilianisation of war ... the RMA will make use of capabilities
resident more in the civilian world than in areas traditionally
thought of as defense establishment. Because of RMA, the line

between military and civilian endeavours is blurring.ta3

ln 1998, Robert D Steele, an intelligence analyst, criticised US force
restructurinf; as 'ignoring the reality' of warfare in the modern age.1a Steele

criticised us Information warfare initiatives as ignoring information
security, information intelligence and counter intelligence. 1as Steele stated

that it is a recurring problem as "time and time again, the US defense and

intelligence communities rush to spend billions on technology, while
routinely ignoring the challenges and opportunities inherent in human

collection, open-source collection, foreign area expertise and human all-
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source analysis."tr0 Steele asserted that the "majority of the US military
leadership still does not'get it"' and that "The Revolution in Military Affairs
is a joke"; that the US military is not prepared doctrinally, nor equipped to
meet the threat from "transnational criminals, ideological, religious and
ethnic groups and high tech information terrorists and practitioners of
espionage".laT

ln the six years around the turn of the century from 1998 to 2003 since
Steele's 1998 criticism of American strategic culfure, numerolrs elements of
Qiao l-iang and Wang Xiangsui's strategic vision of the 2-l't Century - and
Steele's fears - have been realised. In addition to the examples cited by
Qiao and Wang of 'new modes of warfare' already extant in the final years
of the 20th Century, numerous events, both deliberate acts and accidents or
acts of nature, fall easily into the modes of the 'unrestricted statecraft'
paradigm. These include:

- Trade War - the 2002 exclusion of Australia from the 'ASEAN +3'
political forum; its exclusion from the China-ASEAN Free Trade
Agreement and ASEAN free trade discussions with the United States
and Korea.la8

- Ecological War - smoke haze throughout South East Asia in 1997-7998,
originating from fires in Kalimantan. Although not caused deliberately
as an 'act of war', this type of disaster can be potentially manipulated,
particularly in respect to national or regional economic stability.

- Economic War - the 2003 arrest of the crew of the North Korean ship
Pong Su for alleged drug smuggling. North Korea is alleged to be
sponsoring drug smuggling in an attempt to augment its failing national
economy.lae

The North East American power outage in 2003, while not a deliberate
act demonstrated the significant consequences of a successful physical or
IW attack on a part of the national infrastructure or national economy.

Of all the 'modes of warfare'envisaged by Qiao and Wang however, the
most significant of these in recent years has been Terror War; specifically the
September 11, 2001 Al-Qaeda attacks on civil and military targets in the
confinental United States, using unconventional and non-traditional terror
tactics.

Steele's criticisms have been vindicated by the terrorist attacks of
September 1,1,,2007 and the failure of US intelligence agencies to predict
and prevent them. Further, the subsequent prosecution of the 'War on Terror'
against Islamic extremist terror organisations, smacks of the failure of the
'silver bullet' mentality in both intelligence and military operations. While
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American analysts recognise terrorism as a method of asymmetric warfare,

they fail to understand the true nature of 'asymmetry'in the affairs of state.

The apparent failure of the us administration and the American public to

understand the clear association between the rise of extremist Islamic
terrorism and US policy in the Middle East, ttis-h-ais Israel, is clearly
indicative of the American inability to distinguish the totality in statecraft
and the holistic nafure of warfare. The flurry of questions in the immediate
aftermath of September 11, 2001 in the vein of "why does the world hate

us?" and its general response; "because they are jealous of us", is the epitome
of the myopic and ethnocentric American strategic and social culture.

The attacks lent significant gravity to many of Qiao and Wang's
assertions about the nature of conflict in the 21't Century, where a new

reality of conflict would sweep away the paradigms of traditional warfare.

In their analysis of American strategic culture at the end of the 20th Century,

Qiao and wang stated that while the US was busy preparing for the next

war and 'looking for an enemy', non-state forces, specifically Al-Qaeda,
was preparing to fight the US outside the bounds on international rules,

borders, ethical principles and behavioural norms.rso This assertion became

a reality when Al-Qaeda struck continental US targets, in the midst of the

American pre-occupation with the 'strategic competitor' in a 'rising China'
during the first year of the Bush Administration'

The Al-Qaeda attacks presented a significant insight into the warfare of
the culturally dissimilar'other'in several aspects. Primarily it demonstrated
the holistic nature of strategic affairs in non-Westem culfures that do not
delineate the civil population of a nation from its government or its military.
The attack intended against the US was more than a mere singular act of
terror. The september LL attack was multipoint, intending to strike not only
the military ind government centres of US power, the Pentagon and
(unsuccessfully) the white }Iouse, but also a significant symbol of the locus

of American power in the globalised economy - the World Trade Center in
the financial capital of the world, New York. Much more than just a physical
attack, it was a psychological strike at the heart of the American psyche and

its sense of invulnerability and security. It was in essence, a validation of

Qiao and Wang's 'unrestricted warfare' paradigm of a 'grand warfare
method,. The intended four-pronged attack was much more than a mere

strike against the American nation through the institutional symbols of the

United states. It was, in effect, an attack against the very idea of America.

The security challenge of Al-Qaeda transcends the traditional threat
perceptions of American shategic culture. It is a cellular, international and

itateless entity, which is in conflict with the US without the traditional
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mechanisms and structures of state based forces. Likewise, its contention
with the US lies beyond the traditional paradigm of struggle for state centred
geopolitical goals, but rather at a much more fundamental level of cultural
and intellectual conflict. The conflict between Al-Qaeda and the United
States is, at its very core, a reaction against the perceived threat by Islamic
fundamentalists, from the American based 'Westemisation' associated with
the global economy and the cultural hegemony of the global village, and
from the political and military predominance of US power in international
geopolitics. It is, at its very essence, a conflict of ideas - ideas that transcend
the concepts of geopolitical sovereignty ancl with a locus of power derivinS;
from a cultural system, rather than tangible and physical assets. This 'non-
traditional' confrontation which is beyond the fundamental American
cultural norms has left the US, as Steele, Qiao and Wang have suggested,
unprepared psychologically, physically and operationally to combat it.

The American belief in military invulnerability was exploited in full by
Al-Qaeda, by the hijacking and use of domestic US airliners effectively as
guided missiles to attack civil, government and military targets. By
exploiting an institutionalised sense of domestic security and the
entrenchment of American defence culture in the traditional paradigms of
threat perception, Al-Qaeda was able to not only carry out the hijackings,
but was also able to strike at significant tar€iets without the threat of a military
response. The eventual American response/ the military operations in
Afghanistan, singularly demonstrated the expected nature of the American
reaction, in the form of a large-scale offensive campaign. Although the
fundamentalist Taliban regime was destroyed, along with a substantial
support base for Al-Qaeda, the AI-Qaeda organisation remains at large.

In the ongoing'war on terror', the United States continues to demonstrate
its strategic myopia and its inability to transcend its own culturally imposed
strategic paradigms. The US continues to fight the 'war on terror' as a
military reaction - a singular aspect of state affairs. By prosecuting military
operations, imposing regime change in Iraq and increasing its overtures
towards Iran and Syria, the United States continues to fail to recognise the
holistic nature of statecraft and strategic affairs in the 21't Century. These
policies, in concert with the unJettered and overt support for Israel, merely
add to the grievances of the Islamic world and contribute to perpetuating
the perceived injustices claimed by Islamic fundamentalists. Indeed, in
Qiao and Wang's 'unrestricted warfare' paradigm, American security and
interests would be better served by addressing the perceived grievances of
the Islamic world - by fostering a progressive, long-term form of cultural
and economic engagement, education and a subtle and sensitive approach
to involvement in Middle Eastem affairs.
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This model of security is, however, contrary to the 'American way of
war' and strategic affairs. Whilst the United States displays the potency of
it RMA based military strength, this 'silver bullet' aPProach to statecraft

fails to appreciate that the 'silver bullet' cannot destroy the real enemy/

which is entrenched in the minds of the culturally different'other'. In the

reality of the 'unrestricted warfare' paradigm, the Americans can clnly
effectively fight the Islamic fundamentalist war against the'idea of America'

by changing that idea in the minds of the fundamentalists'

If indeed, as Robert D Steele claims, "the Revolution in Military Affairs is

a joke" and the "majority of the US military leadership still does not'get it"',
what then are the implications? Clearly, the paradigms of warfare upon
which US RMA centred strategic planning are based, are obsolete. In the
globalised, interdependent 21't Century rvorld described by Qiao Liang and
Wang Xiangsui, the real Revolution in Military Affairs is the ability to
transcend one's own cultural paradigms and understand the adversary

through his own cultural norms.



CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

Each ciailisationhas its otnn notions of war which cannot help butbe influencedby its cultural
backgrowd.

Lieutenant General Li Jijuanlsl

We members of the United States military mwerl into an arena that was foreign to us, not only
tttith respecl to nationality nnd language, but tlrc type of challenge that we met.

General William Westmorelandls2

The tum of the 21$ Century sees the United States and China poised as
'strategic competitors'. As strategic competitors, both China and the United
States have developed strategic visions for the realities of modem warfare.
Both the concepts of 'unrestricted warfare' and 'asymmetric warfare' are
similar in their application of unconventional strategies in warfare.
However, both concepts differ radically in their definitions of 'warfare' and
in their approaches to strategic affairs. These differences encapsulate their
different visions of warfare and strategy, which are deeply rooted in the
fundamental premises of their respective culfures. 'Unrestricted warfare' is
not the same as'asymmetric warfare'.

The concept of 'unrestricted warfare' represents a paradigm of warfare
that reflects the holistic synergy and abstract totality in the Sinitic minclset.
Unrestricted warfare r{oes not solely exist in the domain of military
operations, but involves strategic actions in the spheres of the economy,
trade and foreign affairs. It is a'grand unified theory' of statecraft, and not
a direct mode of rnilitary operations. The American concept of 'asymmetric
warfare' is distinctly focused in the realm of rnilitary operations. It is a
concept that concerns the integration of information technologies into all
aspects of operational doctrine, including precision stand off strike,
information warfare and C3I systems. At its heart is the haditional Westem
'essence' of warfare that is represented by Clausewitz - the massive
application of force, striking the centre of the enemy's gravity and breaking
him in a decisive battle.ls

Clearly, strategic planners in China and the United States have different
concepts of the role of warfare in strategic affairs, based on their respective
cultural assumptions. Among the main fundamental cultural assumptions
of the American psyche are unil'ersalism and ethnocentricity, which
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pervades much of the United States' strategic planning. One of the most

criUcal inJluences of universalism and ethnocentricity remains the inability
to understand the unique and fundamentally different strategic culture of
China. tndeed, some Americans even deny the possibility of an existence of
cultural influences in strategic and military affairs.

The inability of Americans to transcend the cultural barriers places the

United States at a severe disadvantage in the formulation of strategic policy.

whilst American strategic policy remains distinctly in the sphere of defence

policy, uncoordinated trade policies, economic polices and foreign policies
are pursued. This is especially true in relation to China. The United States

assertively guarantees the defence of Taiwan, from a political reunification
with China through military force. The Bush Administration has realigned

long term us defence priorities to the Asian region, sPecifically a8ainst a

'rislng China' in the 200'l' Quadrenninl Defense Reaiew.lsa It has

enthuJiastically pursued the establishment of Theatre and National Missile
Defence Systems, encouraged a remilitarisation of fapan, provided large
scale military procurements to Taiwan and downgraded official contacts
with China.lss

China's refusal to renounce the use of force in a Taiwanese reunffication,

manifested by PLASRF missile tests at every Taiwanese Presidential election,

encourages the self-fulfilling prophesy of an enemy for the Bush

Administration. However, the continuing integration of Taiwan's economy

into China's continues unabated. Some US$45 billion had been poured
into the mainland by April 2007.156 Similarly, Taiwan's great economic
strengths, its telecom and computer industries, have become almost
compietely dependent on mainland labour and manufacturing. Professor

Huang Renwei estimated that in 2003, the capital flow from_Taiwanese
investment into China had grown at a rate of 100% per annum.1s7 While the

notions of independence' and'reunification' are robustly debated between

the two Chinas, the reality is that the Taiwanese economy is increasingly
becoming integrated into the mainlands'. Together, they are forming a
,Greater Chinat economic union, upon which Huang considers a future
political reunification as being not impossible, certainly in the long term.r58

The continuing American investment in China and China's integration
into the global 

""ot 
o*y is the fait accompli to the 'economic reunification' of

Taiwan with China, despite US guarantees of Taiwanese political
independence.lse This is the core of American strategic and RMA critic
Robert Steele's objective of 'achieving 'policy obiectives without
confrontation and without bloodshed'.lm It is the very essence of Sunzi's
maxim:
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For to win one hundred battles is not the acme of skill. To
subdue the enemy without fighting is the supreme
excellence......Thus those skilled in war subdue the enemy's
army without battle. They capture the enemy's cities without
battle and overthrow his state without protracted operations.
Their aim is to take all under heaven intact by strategic
consideration. Thus their troops are not wom out and the gains
will be complete. This is the art of offensive strategy.161

In the globalised world of the 2L",Century, understanding the cultural gaps
between the United States and China is critical in the maintenance of peace
and security through skilled and balanced strategic planning. The key to
strategic success in the modern age is not the study and mastery of
technology. It is the study of the minds of humanity and mastery of the
understanding of an adversary. I{alph Peters asserts that "We rnust study
the minds and souls of violent men, seeking to understand thern on a level
that our civilisation has avoided for 2,000 years....In this age of technological
miracles, our military needs to study mankind.z162 Peters' claim is a direct
echo of the primary maxim of Sunzi, first recorded over two rnillennia ago
during the turmoil of China's Warring States. It is the principle that wars
are not lvon or lost on the battlefield, but in the real battleground - in the
minds of men. "Know your enemy and know yourself, in one hundred
battles you will never be defeated."163
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